PST Flight Deck for PST
Migrations to Office 365

Find, migrate, and eradicate PST files wherever they
lurk in your environment
PST files are a massive headache. They are prone to
corruption, they proliferate unchecked throughout your
environment, and they put you at serious risk of data
leakage.

Peace of mind. Happy
users. Reduced risk.
•
•

Introducing PST Flight Deck

Eliminate a major source of
potential data leakage
Bring ALL your data home to
Office 365 to maximize your
employees’ productivity

PST Flight Deck finds, migrates, and then eradicates PST files with zero impact on
end users and IT services while also meeting stringent requirements for data
ownership and security.

•

Take intelligent action
against your PST estate

Bring ALL your data home
to Microsoft Office 365

•

•

Trusted by large enterprises
all over the world

Find them everywhere, view
reports on size and location—
there are ALWAYS more than
you suspect!

•

PST Flight Deck is being used
today in virtually every large
enterprise-scale PST migration
project on the planet

Apply filters, verify ownership,
repair corruption

Know what you have – where it is
and who owns it – before you
migrate

Globally scalable, centrally
managed

•

Improve your security posture
and your ability to meet
discovery and compliance
requirements by bringing ALL
your data under management
by Office 365’s advanced
discovery and data
governance capabilities

No enterprise can be fully
productive nor truly secure until
ALL your data resides in Office
365 where users can access it
easily and stakeholders have it
under centralized control

Unlock the full power of
Microsoft 365’s advanced
capabilities

“We used PST Flight Deck to find and migrate PSTs for 32,000 users across seven countries and saved (by our estimates) EUR
500,000 versus the cost of a manual migration.”
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